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t-space takes part in OUTER SPACE with the exhibition Homesick in the spaces of FuturDome.  

Starting on March 27 and up to April 15 2017, comprehending Miart week, t-space will inhabit one of 

the apartments of the liberty building situated in via Paisiello 6 with a new project, curated by t-space 

Project Elena D’Angelo, Gloria Paolini, Alberta Romano..  

 

Homesick is an adjective associated with the nostalgic feeling felt when away from the place where 

we belong. Its diction is not limited to the architectonic concept of house, but expanded to whatever 

we feel to be home. Sick is, on the other hand, the indicator of an illness, the feeling of emptiness 

generated from the distance between us and what we find familiar. 

 

The projection of this absence can be transferred to any being capable of hosting a part of our 

emotional luggage, the sentiment tied to any “other” that is carrying a part of us. Within the 

characteristics of Futurdome we recognize the architectonic structure of an aprtment not yet filled 

with familiarity. It becomes the shell in which this absence is rebuilt. 

 

The transposition of an emotional structure in five contexts that exist outside the self, ties the works 

of Jack Fisher (1991, Merseyside, UK), Ludovica Gioscia (1977, Rome), Jacopo Miliani (1979, 

Florence), Giulio Scalisi (1992, Salemi), Laura Yuile (1986, Glasgow, UK) offering different 

interpretations of what is private and its relation to reality. 



OUTER SPACE a Exhibition of Italian Project spaces. 

A project curated by Ginevra Bria  

Artistic Direction by Atto Belloli Ardessi  

Special visiting tour curated by Diego Bergamaschi  

Refuge in Case of Tropical Storm a project by ATZ Agreements To Zinedine  

 

OUTER SPACE presents a curatorial tour that ties together examples of indipendent spaces such as 

Almanac (Torino), Current (Milano), Gelateria Sogni di Ghiaccio (Bologna), Le Dictateur (già 

interno a FuturDome), Site Specific (Scicli), t-space (Milano), Tile Project Space (Milano), Mega 

(Milano), Treti Galaxie (Torino), Ultrastudio (Pescara), called to relate to each other in one place for 

the first time, an occasion of encounter with the public and with new ways of collecting. The project 

begins together with a crowdfunding with BeART.  

#outerspace2017 #futurdome  

 

Curatorial Tour  

Friday 31 March at 5.30 pm, Saturday 1 April at 5.30 pm, Sunday 2 april at 3.30 pm, Saturday 8 April 

at 5.30; book at: ginevra.bria@isisuf.org  

 

OUTER SPACE Contacts  

FuturDome - via Giovanni Paisiello 6, 20131 Milan 

10.00 - 13.00 a.m. / 4.00 - 9.00 p.m. free entry  

info@futurdome.com, + 39 3927900203, www.futurdome.com  

 

Press Office OUTER SPACE:  

Maddalena Bonicelli maddalena.bonicelli@gmail.com, +39 335 6857707  

T is a space caught into another space, a place for exhibitions that walked into a photo studio; or 

maybe a space of photographers which is looking for a path in the milanese art scene.T is a 

symbiotic relationship. Artists and curators share their thoughts and their space, practice feeds 

theory, theory strengthens practice.T is our autonomy, the responsibility given by our choices.T is t-

space.  

T-space admin: Rui Wu;  

Studio Staff: Giulia Spreafico, Francesco Dipierro;  

Project Curator: Elena D’Angelo, Gloria Paolini, Alberta Romano.  

 

 

Press informations: 

press@t-space.it, www.t-space.it  

http://www.t-space.it/studio

